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A METHOD OF CALCULATING THE ULTIMATE STRENGTH
By J. A NEWLIN I and GEO. W. TBAY!CBi
OF CONTINUOUS BEAMS
SUMMARY
In the design of continuous beams subjected to tram+
rerse load only, & has been common practice to estimate
maximum laad~ by substituting the numerical ralue of the
modulus of rupture, as obtained in bending tests, in the
usual equatwn of three moments. Further, for combined
axial and tramrerse hading, two method8 of cakutatiizn
hare been used. The more common one is the application
of the generalized equation of three moment8, while the
other h an extm.si.on of the ordinary eqwtion of three
momeni8 to a.11.owfor the. moments introduced by the direct
tetin or compression had. In the second method, the
dejection in the &pan at the point of maximum moment
ie cakuk.ted, neglecting the e~ect of amkl load, and the
product of the axiul load and thti dqlsction ia added to
the moment determined by the ordinary equation of three
moments.
Both of these methode are used to culindate~“mum
loads, although neither is prbperly appltible beyond the
tiie limit. The purpose of the study reported here was
to investigate conditions a~er the ekstic limit ha8 been
pawed. As a remdt of the study, a method of calinddwn,
which h applicable to maximum load conditions, hus
been dendaped. The method is simpik than the methods
now in use and d applies properly to codtione where
the present method% fail to apply.
The arperimental work was conducted at the Forest
Products Luboratmy in cooperation with the Bureuu of
Aeronautics, Nary Department, and submitted to the Na-
iiomd Adoi80ry committee for Aer0nautic8 for publica-
caiion. Ocer S00 continuous beams were tested under
tran.werse load and under combined axial and tranmerse
load. LoaA obtaimd in testfor beams of rectangular
8eCt~?I. UWe as mash ae 60 per Cent in ezce88 of baa% Ca~
&ed by tlMusual methodk,with the arerage aboui 26
per cent. For I beams the awrage increase was about
40 per cat. Fortu.nutely,the error in the uiw.alca.kn&-
tiim is on the SIZe of safety, but it h too great to be
neglected in good design.
INTRODUCTION
In employing the uaual theory of three momenta to
calculate maximum load conditions, it is assumed that
lIn-, sectbnOftLm&r mehdc9.
~Senioren@eer,ForestProducb Lakatory, Forest&rvfcQ U. S. Department
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the relation of moments does not chawe when the
ekstic limit of the” material is passed.- When the
elastic limit of the materkd has been exceeded et time
point in the beam, however, the stil%ws of the beam
at that point is necessarily reduced. In other words,
exceeding the elastic Iimit at some point i9 equivalent
to a loss in modulus of elasticity at that point. This
change in stiffness is accompanied by a shift in the
points of contraflexure and a concomitant redistribu-
tion of moments. It is a fundamental principle of
mechanics that if a continuous beam is stiiked b+
tween two sucocssi~e points of contrafkure, these
points of contraflexurs * mo-re away from the stiffe-
ned portion with a resulting increase in moment at
that point. Conversely, if the same portion of the
beam is made k sti, the points of corttrafkure will
then move toward the portion of reduced stiffness.
This principle is the bask for the development of the
proposed method of calcuIat@ the ukimate strength
of continuous beams. Bfiefly stated, the investiga-
tion has made it pcssible to det+xmin e the true relation
of the moments at maximum Ioad. The beam can then
be treated span by span and, when axial load acmm-
panies transverse load, portions between two suoceasive
points of contra fkcure, or between a goint of contra-
fkure and a hinged support, maybe considered sepa-
rately.
Just where the points of contzaflexure will move to
after the elastic limit has been passed dependa to a
considerable extent on the toughness of the material,
which is its capacity to continue to sustain load after
the ekst.ic limit has been passed. Furthermore, in
arriv@ at a design basis, the extent of the damage
caused through the beam having passed the ehwtic
knit and the number of times the load will be repeated
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before failure OCCUISmust be given careful considera-
tion. The method of cakdation herein proposed is
based not on average material but upon materiaI that
wiU just pass an aircraft acceptance test, so that any .—
increase in load obtained by this method of calculation
may be safeIy counted on.
DESCRIPTIOYi OF MATERIAL AND OF TEST SPECIMENS
Material,
In the study of continuous beams subjected to twma-
verse loading ordy, a few beams were made of select
Douglas fir (coast type) and a few of eastern-grown
295
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spruce, and the remainder of Sitka spruce cut in
Oregon. The material for the combined a&l and
transverse load tests was tdso Sitka spruce from
Oregon, which was air dried at the Forest Products
Laboratory. This material varied in specific gravity
from 0.32 to 0.46, with the determination based on its
weight and volume when oven dry. Although the
minimum speciiic gravity for acceptable aircraft mate-
rial is 0.36, some material of low specific gravity was
used in order to ascertain its behavior; this material
was clear, straight grained, and of uniform texture.
A few beams were also made of material including
compression wood, to demonstrate the erratic behavior
of such materkd; these beams contained compression
wood to an extent readily discernible by an inspector
or woodworker experienced in the use of spruce.
Major test specimens.
For transverse loading two styles of beams were
used, namely, I and rectan=mlar. Ml beams of both
types were tested over two spans. Some of the
I beams were routed throughout their length and
oth&s were W unrouted at the supports for .mrying
distances.
For the combined axial and transverse loading the
beams were either of the I or the box type. The panel
arrangement was the same for both types, with 81
inches from the hinge to the tit strut, 117 inches
between struts, and a 40.66-inch overhang. The
I beams were unrouted at the hinge fitting and at the
two strut points and the box beams had filler blocks
at these points.
Both styles were 2 inches wide and 4M inches deep.
The I beams had flanges 1 inch deep and webs % inch
thick. The box beams also had l-inch flangas, but
the web thickness was dfierent for different beams.
MATCHING
The properties of the material in each beam were
determined by making standard tests on small pieces
cut from the plank from which the beam was made or
from uninjured portions of the beam after test. Very
often there was some alight difference in moisture con-
tent between-these minor beams and the corresponding
major beam, in which ca~-wdjustmente were made.
Values for the minor beams that are given in the tables
have been adjusted to the moisture conteut of the
major beam,
METHOD OF TEST
Major beams,
All beams subjected to transverse load only were
tasted over two spans with from one to eight concen-
trated loads in each span. The rate of loading was
such that the rate of fiber strain was that spectied for
structural timber tests in the standards of the keri-
can Society for Testing Materials. C?are was taken to
select load and reaction blocks of the proper curvature,
COMMTIIiEE FOR AERONAUTICS
so that the effect of crushing under the block might be
compensated for by partial distribution of tho load.
Nece&ry pro%lon was made h preven~ bending in
more than one plane.
For the combined axial and transverse loading I
beams and box beams were tested as part of a truss.
A diagrammatic sketch of this testing apparatus is
shown in Figure 1. ,had was applied to tlm beam
through the evener system by lowering the movablo
head of the testing machine. A series of counter-
weights supported the evener system during assembly
and acted to prevent it from fa~ling when a beam broke.
TWO truss heights were used. One height (47.5 inches)
made the direct stress about 50 per cent of tlm total
strtis and the other height (30 inches) mado tho direct
stress about 60 percent of the total. The close spacing
of the concentrated loar% makes the moment curve for
transverse load only agree very well with a moment
curve for a uniform load (fig. 2). Failures usmdly oc-
cured in the inboard bay (@. 2) and deflections were
therefore taken in this critical portion.
Prior to the test to failure in the truss arrangement,
the beams were subjected to a smaIl transveme lo~d
applied in increments for the purpose of dctmrnining -”
their stifhess. h this test they were supported at tho
two strut points and symmetrically loaded with two
load: 44 inches apart.
lfi.no~~test spe;imens. ““
—*—
The minor specimens were tested in accordance with --
the standards of the American Society for Testing
Materials.
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
The usual equation of three moments for transverm
loads only and the generalized method of calculating
stresses in continuous members subjected to both axird
and transverse load are based on the assumption that
the limit of el@icity is not exceeded. The design of
wooden airplane spars, however, is based on maximum
load stresses, md maximum loads aro ordinarily esti-
mated by substituting such stresses in formulas appli-
cable only within the elastic limit. Such a procedure
is satisfactory when designing a simply supported
member. Further, the modulus of rupture, which is
really not a stress at all, can be used with accuracy
to estimate maximum loads for such a member, pro-
vided, of course, that when the member being dcsignod
is not rectangular in shape the modulus is corrected
tu take care of the form of the cross section?
Tb procedure leads to difficulties, however, when
designing a member the stiffness of which must bc
used in the equations of equilibrium in order to deter-
mine- the reactions and from these the amount of stress
--
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at different points. The distribution of stresses in a ~
member that can not be determined by a consideration
of cxtermd forces only is fixed by the relative stfiess
of the se~eral parts of the structure. In general, that !
part which lacks stiffness vziU carry but little of the t
load while the stifl parts will take the brunt of the
work.
It is this principle of distribution of load that is I
involved in $he development of the proposed method I
of calculation. Consider for the moment a continuous :
Now in any continuous member what has happened
by the time maximum load is reached? Certainly
some part or parts have passed the elastic limit,
thereby losing a portion of their stiffness. Just as
soon, however, as these more highly @ressed parts
pass the eIastic Emit and Iose stiilmas, relief comes,
more load is thrown on the parts that have retairied
their origid stiflmss, and the result is a maximum
load considerably l@her than that which the usuaI
-—
fornudas would indicate.
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FIGUEEl.–D@am of the ImdQ ap~tus for2-br.Yand overhangW kams
beam. With Q given loading within the elastic Iimit,
certain bend~~ moments occur out in the spans uncl
at the supports. The slightest change in the stifhwss
of any portion, however, will cause a readjustment of
these moments and an accompany&shift in the points
of contraflexure. If the beam is stifTened between
two succestire points of contraflemre, these points
move away from the stiHened portion with a resulting
increase of moment in the stiflened part. (.!on-re~ely,
if the beam were made less stiff at any point, the
adjacent points of contrafle-xure would move toward
that point.
To ilhstrate, consider the simple ca:e of a urj-
forrrdy Ioaded continuous beam of uniform cross sec-
tion, with an irdnite number of equrd spans perfectly
aligned. TiW.hin the ehstic Emit the maximum mo-
ment in any span is one-half the moment at the sup-
ports, for aU increments of load. If the load is in-
creased so as to produce a stress at the supports in
excess of the value at the elastic limit, a loss in st.H-
.—
ness reauIts and this loss increases as the load increases,
until failure occurs. Attending this loss in stiffness
is a redistribution of moments, the points of contra-
ffex-ure move toward the 1sss stiff parts, and the ratio
.
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of maximum moment in the span to that at the support
is no Ionger on-half. This action goes on untiI at
failure the ratio of masimum moment out in the span ,
to that at the supports approaches unity for tough ~
material.
Now the principle inrolved in all this is one of ~
fundamentrd mechanics, easy to understand and yet
often MEcuIt of application. The tit step in the
attack on the problem of application w-as an e.xperi- 1
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
In studying the behavior of continuous beams sub-
jected to transverse load only, this experiment.al deter-
minat.iofi of the acihd ratio of moments was made.
The loading of beams continuous orer two spans was
so varied that the calculated ratio of the matium
moment in the span to that at the center support
ra~oed from 1sss than 10 to more than 80 per cent.
Nearly 300 Sitka spruce beams, having specfic grati-
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mental determination of the actual or true ratio of the
maximum momenta in the span and at the supports
at the time of failure, SE compared with the cor-
responding ratio while all the stresses were still within
the eketic limit. With this information the location
of the points of contraflexure at matium Ioad can
be determined. The beam can then be treated span
by span, or a portion of it between two successive
points of contrafie.xure can be considered sepa.mtely.
ties ranging from 0.32 to 0.46, were tested; the specific
gravity values were based on the weight and the vol-
ume of the wood when it was oven dry. In addition,
15 beams of Douglas & and 8 of eastern~wn spruce
were sIso tested. In Figure 3 are plotted the true
ratios of the moments at failure, as determined by
these tests, against the calculated theoretical ratios
for beams of acceptable material. The horizontal
sde is the ratio of the maximum moment in the span
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to that at the center support for a beam of uniform
cross section, as obtained by means of the usual equa-
tion of three moments, and the, vertical scale is the
true relation of moments that existed at the time of
failure. The curve is the locus of ratios recommended
for the design of Sitka spruce beams; essentially they
are the safe minimum actual ratios. Therefore,
actual loads to cause fake will norndy be con-
siderably greater than those calculated from the curve
of recommended ratios.
When a loading was chosen to give a selected cal-
culated ratio of maximum moment in the span to
moment at the center support for a beam of uniform
cross section, it was found that almost any true ratio
at failure, up to unity, couId be obtained by selecting
material ~arying in toughness. In fact, since it was
impossible to always select @nor test specimens that
would give exactIy the t-rue properties of the material
in the beam, and since information from which the
proper radiuses of load blocks were determined was far
from complete, the true ratio often apparently became
greater than unity. Ad might be expected, material
COtiitiE “FOR AERONAUTICS
low in toughness showed little redistribution of
Strings.
The test vrdues in Figure 3 are taken from Tables
I, II, HI, and IV. In Table I, for example, the values
in one of the columns headed ‘thloment factor” are
the ordinates for the abscissa standing above the
cohmm, which is there caHod ‘tCalculatcd uniform
section moment ratio.” Beama that failed to meet tlm
specific gravity and toughneis requirements of the
Bureau of Aeronautics were omitted from the figure.
Such beams had been hduded in the teats only to
determine the behavior of the abnormal material in ‘
them; this behavior is reported in the tabks. *
APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD OF
CALCULATION
Transversely Ioaded continuous beams of uniform
cross section,
T~ application of the true ratio of moments to
the simple case of a beam of uniform cross section can
perhaps be best illustrated by taking a particular
example.
TAIHJt 1.—RECTANGULAR SITKA SPRUCE BEAMS APPROXIMATELY 2 BY 2 INCHES IN CROSS SECTION CONTINUOUS OVER TWO SPANS. TFI~
CALCULATED MAX] MUM MOM ENT IN ‘THE S!FAN VARTES FROM 0.452 TO 0,S21 OF THAT AT THE CE!NTER SUPPORT, FOR THE DIFFERENT
LOADINGS
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Assuming, for instance, the loading shown in Dia-
gram 1–A of TabIe I, and using the following symbols:
C= distance from the neutral axis to the extreme
fiber.
I= moment of inertia of the cross section of the
beam.
L-distance between supports.
iki=”maximum moment.
P= concentrated load.
R=reaction at an end support.
tl=normal unit stress on a fiber.
the usual equation of t~ee moments give9 the follovr-
ing results:
Moment at center support= –~PL
Maximum moment in the span is at the single P
loads and equals
22
‘tiipL
The maximum load, therefore, would be predicted
by this ~ethod from the equation
;PL =M=$l
from which
and
Total load = 6P =fi.57~~
In the proposed method, howeve~, the
proceeds as follows:
The calculated ratio of the maximum
tho span to that at the center support is
calculation
moment in
The moment at the center support is
RL–:PL
and the maximum moment in the span, which is under
the single P loads, is
RL
3-
From Figure 3, for a calculated ratio of 0,524
within the elastic limit, the moment factor at failure
may be taken. as 0.735; that is, the moment at the
center support multiplied by 0.735 equals the maxi-
mum moment in the span, at maxiqmm load. Since
these two moments are opposite in sign the equation
expressing the relation is
0.735 (RL–;PL)= –~
or
R= O.917 P
The moment at the center support is then oqual ta
0.917 PL–;PL= –0.416 PL
and the maximum load would be estimated by
o ~16 ~L=M_sr_—c
from which
S1
‘-o~
--
Total load = 6P= 14.42 ~
14.42
— or 124.7 per cent of that obtainod
‘h 10ad ‘s 11.57
by the method in common use.
Twenty-six beams were tested with this loading;
the results of the tests are given in Tnblo 1. The
average actual load was 41 per cent greater than that
obtained through calculation with tho uso of tho
ordinary equation of three momenk This exccp-
tiomd increase is accounted for by the fact that
practicality all of the material was of the highes~
qu@lity. Tables I, II, III, and IV show the results of
tests with other combinations of loads and other
species of wood under similar loading.
Transversely loaded continuous beams reinfoioed at -
the supports.
The conventional I beam in an airplano wing is
left unrouted at the strut points to accommodate
fittings and to resist the high shear strossos usually
present there. For the same reason box beams ha-m
flor blocks at these points. Some dcaigners treat
such spars as if they were routed throughout their
entire Iength; the results of some 60 tests of routed
beams, on the other hand, show that. this method
gives_~timated maximum Ioads far below what can
actually be obtained. Further, if the principlo of tho “
shift in point of contra flexure after tho elastic limit
has been passed is applied to the problmn, a method
of calculation that presents itself checks actual t=t
Ioads within very narrow limits.
For a beam of nni~orm cross section, Figure 3
shows the relation of maximum moment in any given
span to the moment at the support, for tho span
selected, that has the greater moment. In other
words, then, for such beams the moment factor taken
from the chart tells to what fraction of its capacity to
resist stress the section in any given span is stressed
when the section at the major support for that spm
is offering its maximum resistance. If this last idea
is extended to include beams that am reinforced at
the supports, maximum load can be estimated rather
accurately. The procedure is as follows:
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Considering the beam to be of uniform cross section
throughout its Iength, fit compute the rdation of
maximum moment in any span to that at the adjoin-
“ ing support having the greater moment, by the usuaI
equation of three moments. Then take from Figure
3 the moment factor for the relation thus computed.
This moment factor telk to what fraction of its
capacity the section in the span is stressed when the
reinforced section at the support reaches its ultimata
capacity.
The tests showed this procedure to be safe. In
test, when the maximum capacity of the reinforced
section at the support was reached, the moment in
41690-31-21
the span actualIy had aIready exceeded the product
of the moment factor and resisting capacity of the
section at that point. This was probably due to the
fact that a solid section will bend to a sharper curva-
ture at maximum load than a routed section of the
same exterior dimensions.
The redts of several series of tests on I beams
tested over two spans and left umouted for varying
distances at the center support are given in Tables
V, VI, and VIL These data show that the method
of calculation is accurate, with a slight margin on the
side of s~fety.
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A M33TEOD OF CAI@UliA ‘1’IXG THE UILt!MATE
As aheady stated, the first steps in the calculation
for maximum load are to computa the relation of the
maximum moment in the span sekcted to that at the
adjoining support having the greater moment, and
then to determine from Figure 3 what fractio”n of the
capacity in the span is developed when the section
orer the support is stressed to its maximum. The
method should be appIied, in turn, to e-mry span in
the beam under investigation. In order to treat span
by span a beam that extends over se-reral supports,
it is nemssary to Iemn to what fraction of its capacity
the section at the other support for the same span is
stressed. This fraction is determined in exact~y the
same way es the fraction for the section in the span.
From the reIation of the moment at this support to
that at the support with the greater moment as it is
ordinarily calculated, determine from Figure 3 what
fraction of the capacity of the section at the secondary
support will be deveIoped when the section at the major
support is stre~d to a maximum. These relations
can be conveniently exprassed algebraically as follom:
Assuming a uniform cross section and using the ordi-
nary equation of three moments:
Let lif= =moment at support a.
.Mb= moment at support b.
Alc,=maximum moment in span ab.
M* be greater than M=.
Z== section modulus at a.
Za =section modulus at h
Z.b=section modulus in span ah.
F==form factor at support a.
F~=form factor at support b. “
Fcb=form factor in span ah
S=moduhs of rupture.
f~= b
— determines the moment factor IY=b,
‘he ‘atio M,
which is taken from Figure 3, and the ratio ~
determines the moment factor K=.
The moment developed for the three points at maxk
mum load may then b_ewritten
M== FJ’ZaKe
M*= F&z*
M.b=F=&Z=JI=a
With these moments known, any span
separately, and the load that will give
can thus be determined.
can be treated
these relations
To iUustrate the application further, consider a
simple case, running through the actual calculations.
Take, for example, beam &326 in Table 17, loaded
as shown in the diagram for this table.
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Form factor in span =0.754.
Form factor at center support= 1.00.
-
hbdulus of rupture= 9,030 pounds per square
-.~
..—
. . ~
inch.
section modulus in s~an= 1.215.
—
Section modulus at support= 1.414.
-—
For a beam of uniform cross section and using the .—
ordinary equation of three moments:
Maximum moment in span=+% FL
Moment at center support = –~ FL
The calculated moment ratio th=efore is
g2PL+~PL= 0.595.
For this ratio the moment factor from F~e 3 .is
0.775.
Mknmm resisting moment at the center support
=9,030 X 1.414= 12,760 inch-pounds.
Lkrimum moment developed in the span at faihre
=0.754X9,030X 1.215X0.775
= 6,410 inch-pounds.
Taking moments about the center support,
72R – 144P= – 12,760 inch-pounds
The maximum moment in the spag occurs
second load from the end reaction and is
27R – 18P = + 6410 inch-pounds
Solving these two equations,
R =445 pounds
and substituting in the fit equation,
P=311 pounds
and
Total load 8P= 2488 pounds
—
—
..
.—=
.--- =
-.
.-.*
-.
at the
~
The slight discrepancy between this value and that
given in the table is accounted for by the fact that in
obtaining the values in tie tabIe nomimd dimensions
were used for the calculation of the section moduli.
The actual test load on this beam was 2,465 pounds,
,—
which agrees with the calculated load within 1 per
—
cant. The load estimated by the usual equation of . .-=
three moments was 1,785 pounds, which is 28 per cent
lower then the test load. The real accuracy of the
—
proposed method, however, cm be checked only by an
-
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examination of those beams in Tables V, VI, and VII
that failed in bending rather than in shear. Such an
examination will show that, even though the calcu-
lated loads are much higher than those estimated
by the ordinary equation of three momenta, they are
safe. In no case, except the one used in the preceding
example, did the beam faiI to support the expected
load,
Continuous beams under combined axial and trans-
verse loading,
In applying the proposed method of calculation to
continuous members subjected to combined loading,
the first step is to determine where the points of
contrafIexure will be when the mmirmun load is
reached. If these points are known, consideration
of the problem may be restricted to the portion of the
beam between two successive points of contraflexure
or between a point of contraflexure and a hinged end,
with a remdting simplification of the solution for each
span. This solution will then involve merely the
solution of a cclunm under combined loading. Cor-
rect procedure, however, requires bearing in mind the
fact that when the section at the support is stressed
to its maximum capacity, the section out in the portion
of the span suspended between two pointa of oontra-
fkxure has to be limited” ta a certain fraction of ita
stress capacity. Since these relations exist, it is neces-
sary only to investigate conditions out in the span.
Such procedure will usually give a sIight factor of
safety, since the moment introduced by the axial load
is usually less at the support $han in the.span.
& previously stated, the relation of moments for
transverse load only is calculated by means of the
usual equation of three moments, with the assumption
that the cross section of the beam is uniform through-
out. Moment factora are then taken from Figure 3,
and considering one span at a. time the positions of
the points of contra flexure are located. The positions
of the points of contraflexure so determimd will not
coincide exactly with their position at maximum
load under combined loading, but calculations and
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tests have sholvn that the differences are so small
that they can be negkcted with safety.
Sections between pointa of contraflexure can now
be investigated separately but, as already suggested,
checking the section out in the span suspended be-
tween two points of contraflexure is sufficient. Under
combined loading that section is limited to a certain
fraction of i~ stress capacity, For transverse load
ordy this fraction is the moment factor but, with ~xial
loads present, the fraction of stress capacity may be
increased as folIows:
Let K= moment- factor.
.
p= ratio of direct stress to totfd stress.
U= mriximum load modulus at the ratio p.
Then the design modulus for the portion of the beam
out in the span is
Ku+ p(u–Ku) (1)
The application of the preceding principles can be
best Nustrated by following through an actual calcu-
lation. For convenience, let
W= maximum total actual transverse load on
the entire beam.
W’= fictitious total transverse load,
Rh=reaction at the hinge.
X= distance from the hinge to the point of
contrafiexure in the inboard span.
Then, for example, consider the first beam in Table
VIII, No. cc-2.
Maximum total load W= 5,5I36 pounds
The maximum moment in the span between the
hinge and the inboard strut occurs at the second load
from the hinga (fig. 2). For a transverse load only
and a uniform section, the ordiiary equation of three
momenta shows it equal to
+1.62W
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At the inboard strut the moment under the same
conditions is
–4.68W
-.
Moment ratio for a uniform section= #W7= 0.346
Moment factor from Figure 3=0.633 -
Maximum resisting capacity at the strut
E modulus of rupture X section modulus X
form factor (2)
=8130 X6.7$ X 1.00 =54,900 inch-pounds.
Maximum resisting capacity in the span
= modulus of rupture X section modulus X
form factor X moment factor (3)
=8130 X 6;04 X 0.77 X 0.633=23,940 inch-
pounds.
To determine where the p~int of contraflexure will
be at failure, considering transverse load only, it is
necessary to determine what fictitious total transverse
load W’ on the entire beam wiII cause the preceding
moments, and what the hinge reaction is.
Taking momenti about the inboard strut and re-
membering that each load in the inboard span is
0.06786 of the maximum total load (fig. 2), the follow-
ing aquation results:
81 Rk– 13.74 W’= -54,900
Taking moments about the second load from the hinge,
24.3 &- 1.099 W’= +23,940
Solviug these two equations,
Rh= 1,691 pounds
and
%;= 13,380 pounds
To determine the position of the point of contra flexure,
try a point between the load 56.7 inches from the
hinge and the load 72.9 inches from the hinge.
O= 1,591 x–O.06786 X 13,380 [(X–8.1) + (X– 24.3)
+ (X–40.5) + (X– 56.7)]
X= 57.65 inches.
Under combined Ioading, therefore, the member is
57.65 inches long from the hinge to the point of contra-
ffexure, with four concentrated loads on it. The axial
load on it is equal to 2.5121V; the factor 2.512 is de- F
termined by the height of the truss.
2.512’lV= 2.512X5,565=13,980 pounds
Let ill= total maximum bending moment in the !
span.
itf’ = maximum bending
trammree load.
P= axial load.
8= total unit stress-of
and axial loads.
S= total bending stress.
Then by Johnson’s formula, in
I
moment caused by ~
t
combined transverse ~
I
I
which P is the axial I
load,
The maximum moment resulting from transvcrso load
only, for the four concentrated loads on the 57.65-inch
span, is determined thus:
57.65 Rb= 0.06786X 5,565X 101 (fig. 2)
. . R,=661.5
and -.
(%1.5 X24.3 –877.5 X 16.2=9.955 inch-pounds
Since the axial load ~ is 13,980 pounds and the
modulus of ehsticity ~given in Table VIII is 1,371,000
pounds per square inch,
s=
9,955X2.25
13,980X (57.65)Z S=2,230 pounds per sq. inch
13.58- 9.6X 1,371,000
-.
~ 13,980
z= 5.90 =2,370 pounds per sq. inch
Total stress S=4,600pounds persq. inch
The total stress of 4,600 pounds per square inch is
tho stress in the suspended span that wns produced
by the actual test load of 5,565 pounds, as dotcr-
mined in accordance with the method of calculation
herein proposed. It is the stress that existed in tho
suspended span when failure occurred at the strut
point. At failure,
~=~o=0,485
J
Employing the proposed method of estimating the
‘stress in the span when failure occurs at the strut
point, and making the calculation without using the
value of the actual test-~oad, tho result is a stress
soinewhat smaIler than 4,600 ppunds per square
inch; khis fact substantiates again tho assertion that
the procedure is conscrvati~o for average material.
The estimated. stress in the span at which failuro
should occur at the strut joint is obtained as follows:
For the modulus of rupture, form factor, and simiIm
properties of this beam the maximum load modulus 4 _..
at a %io of ~’ to”~ of 0.485 is equal to 5373. Now
tha moment factor is 0.633 and, since 0.485 is tho ratio
of b~ding to total stress, (1-0.485) is the ratio of .
direct- to total stress. The design modulus is then
calculated by means of formula (1), thus:
0.633 X 5373= 3400 .=
(5373–3400) (1 -0.485) =“lOIQ
Design modulus =4416 pounds per square inch.
Therefore, by means of the proposed method and
using the properties as determined from this particular
piece; the deai@ modulus, which is the expected stress
in the span when failure occurs at the strut point, is
found to be 4,416 pounds per square inch. Tho actual
load produced a stress of 4,600 pounds per square inch
before the beam failed. , ..
— =
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The stresses in the beam in the outboard bay can be
calculated in the same manner when thwe stresses are
near a doubtful due. Here they are sufEciently be-
low the inboard bay stresses to make such ctdculation
unnecessary.
In order to permit full appreciation of the effect of
the quahty of the material on th~ load that a continu-
ous beam wilI sustain, a detaikd discussion of all the
combined loading Wk seems worth while.
DISCUSSION OF THE, INDIVIDUAL COMBINED
LOADING TESTS
Agreement with the moment factor theory.
The fit aix beams in Table VIII, aIthough low in
specific gravity, were c~ear, straight-gra.ined, and of
uniform texture. Each beam carried more load than
would be expeckd from substituting its own individual
moduIus of rupture, crushing strength, and moduhs of
elasticity in the proposed formula. As previoudy
pointed out in this report, the recommended moment
factors of Figure 3 represent what shouId be expected
of borddine matelial, and of course mat.erird of aver-
age or higher toughness should give higher lotids than
the proposed formula would indicate.
Beams CC-3, CG4, and CC-6 of Table VIII, be-
cause of their low toughness, sustained Ioads that pro-
duced stresses only sIightly in excess of the flowable
value recommended for design, while CC-2 and CC-7
with greater toughnws show a greater difference be-
tween the aUowabIe stress recommended for design and
that produced by the actual test load. (Tor conven-
ience, the ratio of the actual stress to the aIIowable
design stress will hereafter be caUed the “improvement
ratio.”) CC-5, with a toughness that wouhl pIace it
in acceptable stock in spite of its low specfic gravity,
showed the greatest improvement ratio; it sustained a
load equal to that which wouId be obtained by substi-
tuting recommended stresses for aircraft timber of
Sitka spruce in the proposed formula.
Beams CC-8, CC-9, CC-17, and CC-18 range in
specfic gravity from the average of the species up. AII
carried loads producing stresses higher than those that
would be e.spected from calculation by means of the
proposed formula.
Beams CC–IO, CC-11, and CC-12 contained same
compression wood, and the results for them are there-
fore erratic. The materkd in these beams, aIthough
not acceptable for aircraft construction, was purposely
used to show that it is unsuitable for continuous beams
in spite of the fact that it is of high specfic gravity.
As a rode, compression wood is not unifor.udy distrib-
uted throughout the cross sections of a piece of timber,
wpeciaUy if the piece is of large size. Rather it is
localized along certain annmd growth rings, or it
varies over the cross section in its degree of develop-
ment. Hence, when a beam contains compression
wood that occurs locaIIy, the Ioad that the beam wilI
carry depends primardy upon whether the compression
wood happens to be at some point of high tensiIe stress.
At failure, CG12 was well up to the load indicated by “-
the proposed formula, whiIe CC-10 and CC-II
reached only about three-fourths of the formula load.
In the test of CC-13 a fitting failed at the maximum
load recorded in the table and the wulta, therefore, in
no way represent the strength of the material.
Certain dficulties were encountered in the tests of _
box beams C&14, CC-15, and CC-16, as explained in
the “Rem~ks” COIUIUIIof the tabIe. The resdta of
these tests, therefore, mm not be used as a check on
the e%iciency of the proposed method of calculation.
The other box beams, CC-19, CC-20, CC-21, and
CC-22, were careftiy matched, and all had 2-ply
45° Sitka spruce webs of a thiclmess that was different
for each beam. .The results show clearly the effect of
using relatively thin webs. For web thichwses of 0.10
inch and 0.15 inch the shear stresses in the viebs were
greater than the recommended stress for this type of
construction and, although no shear failure occurred,
~ of the pIywood took pIace and caused a
reduction in the titimate load. The actuaI loads for
beams CC-19 and CC-20, therefore, produced maxi-
mum stresses less than the vahms that would be
expected from the proposed method for the properties
of the particular materied used. For beams CC-21
and CC-22, the expected and the actual stresses are
practically the same.
Table IX, in which are given the results of tests
made after the ratio of axkd Ioad to transverse load
had been increased, shows beams, CC-23, CC-24, and
CC-33, of material above the average in quality.
CC-23 and CC-24 have practicality the same specific
gravity and, considering that factor alone, should gi-re
about the same results. CC-23 with a toughness of
155, however, shows a better improvement ratio than
CC-24 with its toughness of 120. On the other hand,
CC-33 with a specific gravity even higher than these
two and a toughness of 179 hads stress at failure only
sIightly in excess of that aIIowable. The USUSIfailure
in these tests was compression at the strut folIowed by
complete faihre in the span between the hinge and
inboard strut. CC-33, however, faiIed at the inboard
edge of the unrouted portion at the strut, indicating
that the Iength of the unrouted portion, although
about right for practicfly alI other I beams, was
slightly short for this one beam. With such a faihrre
the beam would not be expected to surpass materially
the Ioad indicated by the formuIa.
The other six beams in Table IX were of Iovr spetiti
gratity. W ~xcept one show Ioads higher than those
indicated by the proposed formula and all except this
same one carry loads that compare favorably with the
design load calculated by mems of the proposed
method and with the stresses recommended for Sitka
spruce for aircraft sertice. This one beam, CC-29,
has a very Iovr toughness vaIue and a very Iow specific
gravity, which accounts for ita behavior.
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Actd 10SdS sustained,
For the design strsss VSIUSSof 9,400 pounds per
square inch modulus of rupture, 5,000 pounds per
square inch compressive strength, and 1,300,000
pounds per square inch modulus of elasticity adopted
for spruce by the Federal Aeronautical Bureaus, each
I beam of Table VIII, with its 47)&inch height of truss,
should carry a load of about 5,900 pounds. These
standard stresses are based on a moisture content of
15 per cent and 3 seconds duration of stress. The
beams shown in Table VIII are of lower moisture con-
tent but the difference in the rate of loading should
offset the d.iflereice in moisture content. Of the fimt
six beams, aIl of which are of low specific gravity,
only one reached this load. It is beam CC-5, which
has a toughness of 101 inch-pounds. The standard
design stresses for spruce are also based on a minimum
speeific gravity of 0,36 except that material with a
toughness of 90 or more is acceptable at any value of
spectic gravity. CC-2 and CC-7 are just under this
requirement of 90 and their loads are only O or 8 pcr
cent beIow the design Ioad. Thd other three beams
are decidedly low in toughness as well as in specific
gratity, and are correspondingly low in load.
Beams CC–8, CG9, CC-17, and CG18 are welI
up hi strength properties and therefore they exceed,
by a considerable margin, the design load that is
based on the standard stress values for spruce.
Of the box beams, CC-14, CC-15, and CC-16 had
filIer blocks only 10 inches long at the inboard strut.
Although preliminary tests of I beams had shown that,
with an unrouted portion less than 14 inches long at
this point, the full strength of the beam could not be
deveIoped, a block 4 inches shorter was tried in the
box beams. Two of the beams failed at the ends of
these blocks at loads 1sss than those calculated and
the g@er failed laterally before the load was great
enough to cause faihre at the end of the filler block.
In this comection, it should be borne in mind that
box beams with 45° webs are less stiff laterally than
beanmtitb the paral.IeI-perpendicular type of webs.
Beams CC-19, CC-2O, CC–21, and CC-22 were
33%33 ??%%!~., . . ,.. ,
~S \ alike exceDt for web thickness and both their mecific
gravity aid their toughness are acceptable. - With
these beams, however, the slowness of the rate of load-
ing did not quite offset the difference in moisture con-
tent. The design load based on standard stresses is
about 4,600 pounds and all four exceed that by enough
to ofiet the lower moisture content when duration of ‘
stress is taken account of in spite of the fact that the
maximum Ioads of beams CC-19 and CC-20 were
reduced by the wrinkling of the excessively thin webs,
as already explained.
This design load of 4,600 pounds is considerably less
tham ‘the design load for the I beams, but the web
thickgess also is considerably 1sss and in addition to
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that ordy one-half the thickness of the pIywood cgn
be used in calculating the moment of inertia; the
result ia a considerable reduction in moment of inertia 6
for beams of the dimension used.
The results in Table IX are for a combination of
axiaI load and transverse load that makes the direct
stress about 60 per cent of the totaI stress. For this
loading and the standard design stresses for Sitka
spruce at 15 per cent moisture content, a maximum
load of about 4,360 pounds would be expected.
Beams CC-23, CC-24, and CC-33, aII of which are
of materhd above the a~erege, sustained Ioads enough
in excess of 4,360 pounds to show that the Iow moisture
content had compensated for the duration of the load-
ing. The other seven beams were beIow the minimum
specitlc gravity pe rmissible. CC-25, however, would
have been accepted because of its high toughness, and
CC-31 and C&32 are border-line materhd. MI three
gave acceptable Ioads. CC-26, CC-29, and CC-30
are the Iowwt in specific gravity, and their toughness
is too low to make them acceptable in spite of their
spedc gravity. Their loads reflect the fact that they
are not of acceptable quality.
EFFECT OF REVERSING THE STRESSES
.4 question maybe raised as to the strength of a wm-
tinuous beam under a reversal of stresses after it has
once been subjected to a load approaching its maxi-
mum. A few tests were made to determine what
might be expected. Three continuous beams and sev-
eral standard bending-test specimens were cut from
the same plank for comptin. It so happened that
the material in the selected plank was exceptionally
tough. In fact its aberage toughness for standard
specimens was 165 inch-pounds, whereas the minhgum
requiremaut for aircraft spruce is 75. The loading
used on these continuous beams was that illustrated
in Table V. With this high toughn- the true ratio
of maximum moment in the span to moment at the
support at faihre was taken as 95 per cent, whereas
the moment factor from Figure 3 is only 73% per cent.
On this basis it is reasonable to assume that the beam
would carry 50 per cent more load than the va.Iue
estimated by means of the usual equation of three
moments. The recommended figure of 73% per cent
would give an increase of onIy 25 per cent. To ilhs-
trat~ the safety in reversing stresses, however, the
higher figure is used in the following discussion.
The first beam was run to 112% per cent of what
should be expected from the old method of calculation,
which is three-fourths of what is expected from the
new method. kfter this the load was reversed and
was run up just as high. This double operation was
repeated eight times. The beam was then run to
failure and reached a load approximately 85 per cent
of what was expected on the 95 percent moment-factor
basis.
For the next beam, the first run was 125 per cent of
what would be expected from the equation of three
moments, or five-sixths of what wouId be expected
from the proposed method on the 95 per cent basis.
The loads were then reversed and run up to two-thirds
of what would be expeckd horn the proposed method
of calculation. This doubIe operations was repeated
three times. On the next triaI, the fke-sixths Ioad was
not reached.
The third beam was run up to five-sixths of what
would be expected from the proposed method of cal-
cilation, on the 95 per cent true ratio basis, after
which it was reIeased and again run up to this same
load. Mter 50 repetitions, the load was reversed and
run up to two-thirds of the estimated load. ~ slight
faihre developed but, when the loads were again
reversed to their original direction, the full estimated
maximum Ioad was obtained.
Now, how does this compam with the action of a
beam aimpIy supported? As compared with the first
beam on the three-fourth load basis, a beam simply
supported took 17 repetitions where the continuous
beam took 8. T15th the second condition, of five-
sixths normaI load and two-thirds reversed load, a
eimple beam sustained 11 repetitions, whereas the
continuous beam withstood but 3. For the third
condition of repeating a five-sixths Ioad f3fty times,
and then reversing, the simple beam stood the two-
thirda reversed Ioad as did the continuous beam and,
I&e the continuous beam, reached its maximum load
within 5 per cent when the loads were again applied
in the original direction. Hence the recommended
true ratio for design is conservative, and will give
beams that wdl stand limited repeating and reversal
of stress. Minimum toughuw and specific gravity
requirements will insure materiaI with a fairly good
improvement ratio as indicated by the moment factor,
and the chances of poor tende and poor compressive
strength occurring at the same time with a Iow moment
factor is remote. .
CONCLUSIONS
The maximum transverse Ioad that a continuous
beam ti sustain can not be determined with any
reasonable degree of accuracy by using the modulus
of rupture in the usual equation of three moments.
Similarly, the maximum Ioad stresses that are used
to cah.xdate the strength of a strut subjected to com-
bined axiaI and transverse load can not be used in
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the generalized equation of three moments, which
applies to continuous members under combined load-
ing, The equation of three momenta represents well
the reIation of moments for elastic conditions, but
does not represent @e true reIation of moments after
the ekwtio limit has been passed.
The usual incorrect prcoedure just described will
yieId estimated maximum loads that are ccnsiderab~y
smaller than actual loads. The errors, therefore, are
on the aide of safety but they usuaIIy are too large to
be neglected.
The method of calculation proposed in this report
is not only simpler than those in common use but it
aIso yields results that several hundred tests havo
shown to be accurate.
The principle upon which the proposed methods of
cakulation are built is a fundamental prinoiple of
mechanics and consequently is applicable to other
materials as well as to wood.
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